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Effective instruction in adolescent literacy does not rely on one strategy alone. Reading,
writing, listening and speaking all contribute to vocabulary acquisition. The subtleties
of vocabulary development do, however, lend themselves to both direct and indirect
instruction. Most struggling readers can, and do, read printed words. Their difficulty is
not in articulating, or even spelling, the printed text. The challenge to thiss lear
learner is an
inability to understand, process and communicate the ideas expressed by the words.
wor
studen
The nature of this problem in adolescent literacy reaches deeperr than a student’s
comprehension. The inability to comprehend
nd text impacts a learner’s
arner’ss ability tto actively
udent will struggle
str
o understand,
nderstand, learn
l
learn new words. The result is that a student
to
and
communicate concepts in all subject areas. This is o
our call
all to action. This
T
Th is the rationale
ith
h the resources
resource you
u need
d to not only
o
for providing teachers like you with
provide students
with direct, explicit vocabulary
y instruction,
ruction, b
but to
o provide
ide you w
with the materials for
students to transfer strategies
ies to the content
conte areas.
eas.
This title focuses on helping stud
studen
students to develop
elop their aability
y to und
unde
understand, analyse
and apply figurativee language. Fig
Figurative
ve language is the
t use
se of a non-literal
non-li
non-lit
statement
tatem
to symbolise meaning
an ng that enhances
enha
enh
an
n idea. It h
has been
n cited in many studies
dies as servin
serving
ing comprehension,
com rehen
ehen
, fluency,
fluenc
ncy, language
langu
ities and life
li experience.
erience.
e. For
a role in reading
abilities
kilfulness
fulness in understanding
u
tanding
ng and
an using
u
igurative
tive language
langu
es academic
academ
learners, skilfulness
figurative
enriches
evelopme
velopme Specifically,
pecifically,
cally, figu
guage is im
tant for increa
and social development.
figurativee language
important
increasing oral
comprehen
ffective
ective writing and vocabulary
bulary ac
acquisi
communication, re
readingg comprehensio
comprehension, effective
acquisition.

et forth
rth in this
thi book
k will provide students
s
nts with
ith models for instruction
The 20 lessons set
gurative la
ge in a var
ety
ty of contexts
ontexts organise
organised ar
and application of figurative
language
variety
around reading,
Us to extend
xtend and enhance
en
e
e your
ur existing curriculum,
curr
vocabulary and writing. Used
each lesson
is intended
ed to target inst
instruction
n of a specif
specific figure
re of speech. Activi
A
Activities and instruction
range from 20 to 50
5 minutes to complete
complete.
ompl

Br

This book m
makes specific reference to selected
ma
ted elements
eleme
of
o the Victorian Essential
Learning Stan
Standards (VELS) by the Victorian
ctorian Curriculum
Curricu
and Assessment Authority, 2007,
but is usef
useful in any secondary school
ool English
nglish curriculum
curriculu concerned with the recognition
curricu
and use of components of figurativee language.
anguage.
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Said What?
Laying the Groundwork
Accessing students’ prior knowledge will help them to develop new skills. Before starting this
lesson, make sure students understand concepts such as the following:
• Idioms are expressions that do not literally mean what they say.
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• Idioms are used frequently in written and oral language and must be understood
derstood to
t
comprehend what is being read or heard.
d.
• Idioms are one of the biggest challenges
enges when learning
l
to speak
ak a new language.
lang
lan

h the
he following vvocabulary:
lary:
Students should be familiar with
idiom

an expression
on in any languag
language which
ch has a meaning that cannot be
ng a litera
literal translation.
at
ation.
figured out using

Teaching Tip

Review the list
st of idioms on the student
udent page. You may want to add or de
delete idioms
before having students
udents co
complete the activity.
ctivity. Fo
For example,
le, it might be aappropriate to
o
include
de idioms from
m a novel or short
ort story
ry being
be
read ass an assignment.
assignm

Decide
ecide ahead of time how you will assign idioms to each pair
pai of students,
dents, and if you
yo
will assign
sign more
mo than one idiom to each pair.
ir. If you want pairs to work
k on more than
th one
idiom, you will need
more idioms to
before the lesson orr during the
ed to add mor
o the list befor
t group
discussion.

Instructional
uctional
onal G
Guide/Procedure
e/Proce
e/Proced
• Ask students to
t pair up.

• Distribute
Distribu the activity sheets.
heets.
ets.

Br

• Ask st
students to review the list
i of idioms
ioms and
d brainstorm
brain
additional idioms that can be added
to the list.
• As students are completing the idiom
om entries re
remi
remind them to do the following:

• Rephrase the informationn about tthe ori
origin of the idiom so it will make sense to an
English language learner.

• Double-check the current meaning for accuracy.
• Use a sentence that clearly demonstrates the meaning of the idiom.
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Name ________________________________________ Date ___________________

A Rose by Any Other Name
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A cliché is an expression that was once powerful or catchy, but has become so
overused that it has lost its punch. Familiar phrases such as “hope springs eternal”
or “grasping at straws” are examples. There’s nothing wrong with the ideas
expressed in different clichés; the reason these phrases become trite
that they say
te is tha
something well. The problem is that the phrases are too familiar;
don’t pay
iar; people
eople do
d
much attention to them when they read.
In this activity, your group will use the
he ch
cchart below to brainstorm 12–15 clichés
(you need at least 12). After a brief class discu
discussion,
members will each
disc
n, group
oup membe
choose at least four of the clichés
chés from the list and
nd then
en rewrite
rewrit them.

Cliché

Student Page

Example: Rome
me wasn’t
built in
n a day.

38

This cliché
Th
hé means . . .

Rewritten cliché

Example:
time for
Example:
Be patient.
E
ple: It takes tim
xam
happen.
Important
big things to ha
mportant tasks take time.
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Metaphors As Prepositional Phrases
A metaphor is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase that denotes one thing
is used in place of another to suggest a similarity between them. For example,
instead of saying, “She is forgetful,” the metaphor “She is an airhead,” can be used
to describe someone.
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It is easy to confuse metaphors with similes. It helps to rememberr that
metaphors do not use the words like or as. Writers
use metaphors
Writ
rs because
cause they
make language more interesting, encourage
ge interpretation
interpr
erp
and
d make it easier
easie to
write about complex emotions or ideas.
s.

One way to increase your appreciation
with
eciation
iation of metaphors
met
rs is to
o experiment
experim
writing them in different forms.
particular activity,
will try writing a
s. In this
his partic
particu
ty, you wi
few metaphors as prepositional
iss an example.
onal phrases. Here
H

with care

with an ea
eagle’s eye

The
Th teacher scrutinised my
work with
h an eagle’s
eagle eye.

despite objections

despite the wave off
des
protests
ts

Despite the wave
wa of
protests, the
th city council
upheld its decision.

but her look was
unfriendly
friendly

but her eyes were ice

Fran smiled, but her eyes
were
w
ice.

(continued)
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Choose a prepositional
nal
Choose a word
rd or phrase Write yourr metaphor.
me
phrase and write itt in this that denotes
tes something
column.
else, but can be used in
place of the prepositional
po
phrase
se in the first column.
n.
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